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Bias in species records

Meyer et al. 2016, Global Ecology and Biogeography



The new era of social media



Top Social Media Sites
Monthly 
Users

Data Type API Scale

> 2 billion Video, Photos
Audio
Text

✔ 350 million photos 
uploaded per day

1.9 billion Video, Photos
Audio 
Text

✔ > 100 billion videos

1 billion Photos
Video, Audio
Text

✔ > 50 billion photos



Discussion Objectives: 
• Horizon scan of social media in wildlife 

ecology studies

• Discuss opportunities and obstacles of 
social media data

• Brainstorm possible avenues for data 
curation into established pipelines of 
natural history data



Biodiversity patterns in pet amphibians Measey et al. 2019, Frontiers 
in Ecology and Evolution



Coyote-domestic dog behaviors 

Boydston et al. 2018



Human-wildlife sentiments
• These pics were taken outside the Trafalgar 

Sports Bar this Thursday at 4 pm. They were 
mingling with tourists and passersby, eyeing 
everyone for possible goodies (even one on 
lookout duties up the lamppost!). (Anon, 
January 2014)

Radford et al. 2018, Folia Primatologica

• Mount Alvernia is under siege by monkeys, but you 
probably already know that. (Anon, March 2014)

• Despicable vandals! (Anon, January 2014)



Ringtails



Human-ringtails interactions



Expansion of species occurrence data

• 1398 videos 

• 207 videos of 
wild ringtails

• 65 unique GPS 
locations 

• Complements in 
– data deficient areas
– edges
– cities



• 1398 videos 

• 207 videos of 
wild ringtails

• 65 unique GPS 
locations 

• Complements in 
– data deficient areas
– edges
– cities

Expansion of species occurrence data



Ecological and behavioral insights

• Activity times 
• Vocalizations
• Interspecies interactions: 

– prey, predators
• and so much more! 



How to scale with computational methods?

Weinstein 2018, Journal of Animal Ecology



Discussion Questions

• How to account for bias in researcher 
effort and social-media use?

• How to overcome the bottleneck of image 
processing?

• How to better capture collector and animal 
behavior? 
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